
Did you Do the Reading: 
How to Read (and Discuss) Academic Articles
Task 1.4



Pre Task

What are the main parts of 
the academic/scholarly 
article? 

Which ones are the most 
important to read? Which 
ones can you skim? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyAOTEXL0jw


Pre Task (cont.)

● *Abstract
● Introduction/Lit Review
● Methods
● *Results
● Discussion
● *Conclusion

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yUlB8VlvU
vN3rhy2fsxgWbcUiGnIirUY/view?usp=drive
_link

What is the researchers hypothesis? 
What is being measured? 
Which data collection measures were used? 
What was the most interesting finding in your 
opinion? 
What conclusions were drawn? 
What are some limitations that you noticed in the 
study? How would you address them if you were 
the researcher? 
How could this study be used in the future? 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yUlB8VlvUvN3rhy2fsxgWbcUiGnIirUY/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yUlB8VlvUvN3rhy2fsxgWbcUiGnIirUY/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yUlB8VlvUvN3rhy2fsxgWbcUiGnIirUY/view?usp=drive_link


Task Goal and Directions

Read an academic article and take 
detailed notes.
1. Read the article
2. Fill out the Google doc with notes
3. Use your notes to discuss the 

article



1. Read the article

Find the shared Google folder titled “Students’ Work.” 
Read the pdf titled, “article.pdf.” Remember to skim when 
you can and read key parts of the article first. 



2. Fill out the Google doc with notes

In the “Students’ Work” folder find the document titled, “Hispanic….” Take 
notes.  You can assign one person to take notes on a specific part of an article 
or all work on it together. Remember to pull out salient points that can help you 
answer discussion questions. 



3. Use your notes to discuss the article

Discuss. 
1. What is the researchers’ hypothesis? 
2. What is being measured? 
3. Which data collection measures were used? 
4. What was the most interesting finding in your opinion? 
5. What conclusions were drawn? 
6. What are some limitations that you noticed in the study? How would you 

address them if you were the researcher? 
7. How could this study be used in the future? 



How did you decide 
which aspects of 
the article were 
noteworthy and 
which were not? 
Examples?   



Notes



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnOLKqhx_Co
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